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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Customers consider deploying a IBM data engine, applied to
POWER SYSTEMS no solution. Which of the following will be used
as a part of the solution?
A. CAPI Interface to GPU
B. CAPI Interface to FPGA
C. Native PCI Express to FPGA
D. Native PCI Express to GPU
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
With speculative investments like oil wells and horse races,
money is more easily made or lost; the gain is
______ with the risk.
A. greater
B. better
C. less
D. commensurate
E. equal
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
In speculation, a gain is not necessarily greater or less or
better with risk. It may occasionally be equal with
the risk, but it is most usually commensurate (corresponding in
extent of degree) with it.
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